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Abstract

The last ten years have seen an enormous upsurge in interest in policies for
community care in all countries of the developed world. They all have ageing
populations and most have governments committed to tight control of welfare
expenditure. A major consequence has been the growing attention paid to the
position of 'carers' - those who find themselves caring for their relatives in their
own homes and for no pay. A considerable academic literature now exists
documenting the problems of such carers, and pointing out that it is women
who largely bear the burden of care. This book looks at the problem of care from
a different angle and asks the question 'Why do people care?'. Using findings
from her study of carers living in Canterbury, England, Clare Ungerson
discusses the many different kinds of answer to that question.

In particular she draws attention to how men and women carers explain their
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motivation differently, how women, especially, are 'negotiated' into caring by
their relatives, and how men and women make sense of the caring they do using
different kinds of language. The book develops our understanding of the
complicated issues of familial love, duty, and kinship-based responsibility, and
of masculine and feminine identity in the context of informal care. It will appeal
to a wide audience, including students and teachers of social policy, sociology,
women's studies, community care planners, social workers, and carers
themselves.
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